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The History & Evolution of Logos | Designhill
Kodak logo was the first logo to represent its company name and look into a symbol. 1960 is an important year
in the Kodak logo history as corner curl was introduced in the logo in the year. Late modernism changed the
concept of Hard Sell to Smart Sell.
Logo Design | Evolution of Logo Design | Tips To Make ...
Logo has always been a part of businesses’ identity. It plays an important role in establishing the brand and
introducing it to the potential buyers.
Evolution of Logo Design How Branded Logos Re brand!
Evolution of Logo design, Brands these days are personified in a manner that their characteristics resemble
those of their target. This is done to create a connection between the brand and its target while raising its
chances of survival in the market.
SAP Logo | Design, History and Evolution Famous Logos
The SAP logo is one of the most recognized logos in the software industry. The original SAP logo was
traditional in appearance and function. It was exclusively created for the print world.
WWF Logo | Design, History and Evolution Famous Logos
DESIGN ELEMENTS, HISTORY AND EVOLUTION OF WWF LOGO. Shape and Colors of the WWF Logo.
The WWF logo is undoubtedly one of the most memorable and popular logos in the history of graphic design. It
delivers a very trustworthy, caring and responsible image for the global environmental organization. The logo
has a immense visual appeal that evokes an inward emotional feeling and shifts the viewer’s attention to the
organization’s noble and benevolent campaigns for a better planet.
TEN7 The Design and Evolution of the TEN7 Logo
Just recently the designer of the TEN7 logo, Aaron Draplin, announced that he had designed a United States
Postal Service Forever Stamp! It made me think that it might be fun to take a trip down memory lane, and tell

you all about how we worked with Aaron to create our logo.
Nike Logo Design History and Evolution | LogoRealm
The the original Nike logo designer was Portland State University student, Carolyn Davidson. The company
used the iconic mark to help develop their brand identity. A detailed discussion of the development of the Nike
logo, its design elements, and how Nike used it to help grow their brand follow is this article.
Logo Design Evolution The Logo pany
In 1998, Apple ditched its rainbow logo for a simple black design. The Yahoo logo went through four
drastically different incarnations between 1995 and 1997, finally settling on the simple purple “Y.” In 1992,
Nokia ditched the arrows from its previous logo design in favor of a simple text only logo. Kodak followed suit
in 1996, with a logo featuring only the company name without the yellow and red box that accompanied its past
logos.
Evolution of Logos – Graphic Design Degree Hub
Evolution of Logos. The sleek apple on the lid of your laptop wasn’t always so sleek. Apple’s iconic logo has
gone through some changes in the company’s history, and so have the logos of tons of other brands.
Logo Evolution of 25 Famous Brands Hongkiat
As with some companies’ first logo, the logo of Lego began with a straightforward wording with no particular
design. It was simply blank fonts italicize. The logo gradually moves towards one with a red background, and
the end result was white fonts against a bright red backdrop.
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